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Abstract
In any symmetricmonoidal 1-category the trace assigns to an endomorphism of a dualisable ob-
ject an endomorphisms of the unit object. e trace is natural with respect to symmetric monoidal
functors and it is cyclic: Tr(f g) = Tr(g f). We define an infinity-categorical tracelike transforma-
tion to be a natural and cyclic family of such assignments for all dualisable objects in symmetric
monoidal (infinity,1)-categories.
Using the cobordism hypothesis in dimension 1 we relate the space of tracelike transformations
to the moduli space of closed 1-manifolds with maps to the standard circle. is computation in
particular implies that there is an essentially unique tracelike transformation generalising the trace
from linear algebra to theworld of (infinity,1)-categories. As an application we recover the cyclicity
of THH.
We make no claim to originality. Much of what is presented can be extracted from the work of
Toe¨n and Vezzosi. See the end of the introduction for more details.
1 Introduction
e trace, originally defined in the context of linear algebra, admits a well-known generalisation to
arbitrary symmetric monoidal categories. Oen the trace can be thought of as measuring ‘fixed-points’
of an endomorphism, most prominently in the case of the stable homotopy category, where it computes
the Lefschetz fixed-point number. Recently this has been vastly generalised to indexed, relative, and
equivariant seings by using bicategories. We refer the reader to [PS14] for an introduction to traces
from this perspective and further references.
For bordism categories the trace behaves like the ‘closing up’ operation that sends a braid to the
associated link. is features prominently in the theory of topological quantum field theories, where
it corresponds to taking the so-called ‘state-sum’. See [ST12] for a more detailed discussion. is
particular example plays an important role in our proof since, by the cobordism hypothesis, bordism
categories are the universal seing for taking traces.
Another example, which highlights the importance of treating trace∞-categorically, is the derived
Morita category of ring spectra and bimodules. Here the trace is given by topological Hochschild
homology (THH) and the higher structure we will observe in our main theorem induces a circle action
on THH which we expect to be equivalent to the well-known one.
Traces in symmetric monoidal 1-categories
Before we study the trace in∞-categories, we recall the 1-categorical situation:
e trace of an endomorphisms f : V → V on a finite-dimensional k-vector space V may be
defined as
Tr(f) :=
∑
i∈I
βi(f(bi)) ∈ k,
1
where (bi)i∈I is a basis of V and (β
i)i∈I is the dual basis of V
∗ := homVectk(V, k) defined by β
i(bj) =
δij . Let us define the evaluation and coevaluation of V by
e : V ∗ ⊗ V → k, (α, v) 7→ α(v) and c : k → V ⊗ V ∗, λ 7→ λ
∑
bi ⊗ β
i
and rewrite the trace as the composition
Tr(f) : k
c
−→ V ⊗ V ∗
f⊗idV ∗−−−−−→ V ⊗ V ∗
swapV,V ∗
−−−−−−→ V ∗ ⊗ V
e
−→ k.
is definition generalises to all symmetric monoidal categories (C,⊗,1): an object x ∈ C is called
dualisable, if there is a dual y ∈ C with an evaluation e : y ⊗ x→ 1 and a coevaluation c : 1→ x⊗ y
satisfying:
idx = (idx⊗ e) ◦ (c⊗ idx) and idy = (e⊗ idy) ◦ (idy ⊗ c).
e data (y, e, c) is essentially unique, if it exists. For such x the trace of f : x→ x is defined as:
Trx(f) := e ◦ swapx,y ◦ (f ⊗ idy) ◦ c ∈ homC(1,1). (1)
In analogy to the category of k-vector spaces we will refer to endomorphisms of the unit object as
scalars and denote the set of scalars in C by Sc(C) := homC(1,1).
is generalisation of the trace retains the cyclicity of the trace that is well-known in the context
of linear algebra: when f : x→ z and g : z → x are morphisms between dualisable objects, then
Trx(g ◦ f) = Try(f ◦ g).
e main advantage of having an abstract definition is that we are now able to compare traces in
different symmetric monoidal categories. Let F : C → D be a symmetric monoidal functor, x ∈ C
dualisable, and f : x→ x an endomorphism. en F (x) is dualisable and the trace of F (f) is
TrD,F (x)(F (f)) = F (TrC,x(f)). (2)
An interesting example is the stable homotopy category C = h1Sp with the smash-product as sym-
metric monoidal structure. Its scalars are homotopy classes of maps S → S and these are classified
by integers. For a finite CW-complexX the suspension spectrum Σ∞+X is a dualisable object of h1Sp.
An endomorphism f : X → X induces an endomorphism Σ∞+ f ; its trace Tr(Σ
∞
+ f) ∈ [S,S]
∼= Z is
the so-called Lefschetz-number Λ(f) of f , which can be understood in terms of fixed-points of f . e
functor that takes a spectrum to its cohomology with coefficients in a field is symmetric monoidal by
the Ku¨nneth-theorem. e naturality (2) implies that we can understand Λ(f) in terms of the action
f has on the homology of X . is is the Lefschetz fixed-point theorem. For an introduction to traces
in the context of fixed-point theory we refer the reader to [PS14].
Axiomatic description: tracelike transformations
ere have been various axiomatisations of the properties of the trace, an early appearance is [KL80]
where a ‘trace function’ is defined to be any map t that accepts endomorphisms as inputs and satisfies
t(f ◦ g) = t(g ◦ f). We will restrict our aention to invertible morphisms:
Definition 1.1. A cyclic automorphism invariant T for a category C is a family of maps
Tx : AutC(x)→ Sc(C) for all x ∈ C
satisfying Tx(g ◦ f) = Ty(f ◦ g) for all isomorphisms f : x→ y and g : y → x.
In particular, we will be interested in natural choices of T for all symmetric monoidal categories C
with duals:
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Definition 1.2. A tracelike transformation T is a choice of cyclic automorphism invariant TC for the
dualisable part Cfd of every symmetric monoidal category C, natural in the sense that1
F (TC,x(a)) = TD,F (x)(F (a))
holds for all symmetric monoidal functors F : C → D, dualisable objects x ∈ C, and automorphisms
a : x→ x. We denote the set of tracelike transformations by T1.
From our previous discussion it follows that for any finite sequence of integers k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z the
following construction defines a tracelike transformation:
Θk1,...,knx (a) = Trx(a
k1) ◦ · · · ◦Trx(a
kn).
e following equivalent definition simplifies the classification: a tracelike transformation is a natural
transformation T : Lfd ⇒ Sc of functors Cat⊗1 → Set . Here Cat
⊗
1 is the category of symmetric
monoidal categories and (natural isomorphism classes of) symmetric monoidal functors. e functor
Lfd : Cat⊗1 → Set is defined by
Lfd(C) =
∐
x∈Cfd
AutC(x)
/
∼
where (x, a) ∼ (y, b) whenever there is an isomorphism f : x→ y with f ◦ a = b ◦ f . In the notation
of [KL80] this set agrees with [(Cfd)∼].
1-categorical classification of tracelike transformations
We will show that the Θk1,...,kn are indeed the only examples of tracelike transformations: a variant
of the cobordism hypothesis in dimension 1 implies that a certain cobordism category CobZ1 is freely
generated by a dualisable object pt+ with an automorphism α. Hence there is a bijection between the
set of tracelike transformations and the scalars of CobZ1 . ese can be described as Mfd
Z
1 /Diff
+: dif-
feomorphism classes of closed 1-dimensional manifolds labelled by integers. is in turn is in bijection
with N[Z], the free commutative monoid on the set Z. In summary this leads to:
eorem (see 4.6). ere are bijections
T1
∼= Sc(CobZ1 ) = Mfd
Z
1 /Diff
+ ∼= N[Z].
and the tracelike transformation Θk1,...,kn is indeed sent to the unordered sequence k1, . . . , kn.
Traces in∞-categories
If C is a symmetric monoidal∞-category then Sc(C) = homC(1,1) is no longer just a set, but a space.
Consider for instance the∞-category of spectra C = Sp: the endomorphisms of the unit object form
the space Sc(Sp) = homSp(S,S) = Ω
∞S. For a finite CW-complexX the trace can be promoted to a
map
Tr : homSp(Σ
∞
+X,Σ
∞
+X)→ Ω
∞
S.
Similarly, the appropriate definition of Lfd(C) should be a space that receives maps from all the spaces
Aut(x) for x ∈ C dualisable. Write (Cfd)∼ for the∞-groupoid of dualisable objects of C and equiva-
lences between them; then the loop space Ωx(C
fd)∼ at an object x is equivalent toAut(x). It therefore
makes sense to define Lfd(C) := Map(S1, (Cfd)∼) to be the free loop space. We now have∞-functors
Sc,Lfd : Cat⊗∞ → Spc from the∞-category of symmetric monoidal∞-categories to the∞-category
of spaces.
Definition 1.3. An (∞-categorical) tracelike transformation is a natural transformation T : Lfd ⇒ Sc
of∞-functors Cat⊗∞ → Spc. We denote the space of∞-categorical tracelike transformations by T∞.
1We implicitly use the identification of F (1C) with 1D .
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e∞-functors Sc and Lfd recover their 1-categorical analogues on the homotopy category h1C
of C: pi0Sc(C) ∼= Sc(h1C) and pi0L
fd(C) ∼= Lfd(h1C), see 4.5. We therefore have a map T∞ → T1
defined by sending η to pi0(η|Cat⊗ ). Our main theorem describes the homotopy-type of T∞ and the
map to T1:
eorem A (5.8). ere is a commutative diagram of spaces:
T∞ Sc(Bord
fr
1 (S
1)) MfdS
1
1 FreeE∞(S
1 ×BS1 ∐
∐
k∈Z\{0}BZ/kZ)
T1 Sc(Cob
Z
1 ) Mfd
Z
1 /Diff N[Z]
≃ ≃ ≃
∼= ∼= ∼=
where the horizontal maps are equivalences and T1 ∼= pi0T∞ is discrete.
Here MfdS
1
1 is the topological space of closed, 1-dimensional submanifolds M ⊂ R
∞ equipped with
a map ϕ : M → S1, Bordfr1 (S
1) is the ∞-category of 1-bordisms equipped with a map to S1, and
FreeE∞(X) is the underlying space of the free E∞-algebra on X .
As a consequence the traceTr = Θ1 admits an essentially unique li to the world of∞-categories:
eorem B ( [TV15, e´ore`me 3.18],5.11). e space of∞-categorical tracelike transformations whose
value on the category of complex vector spaces agrees with the trace from linear algebra is contractible.
More informally, Tr is the unique way of extending the trace from linear algebra to a family of
maps
Tr(x,C) : AutC(x)→ homC(1,1)
for any symmetric monoidal ∞-category C and any dualisable object x ∈ C while preserving the
cyclicity of the trace and its naturality with respect to symmetric monoidal functors.
We can also show that Tr is almost universal among the tracelike transformations:
eorem C (5.13). Let us say that a tracelike transformation T is generating if for any other tracelike
transformation T ′ there is a natural transformation E : Lfd ⇒ Lfd such that T ◦E is homotopic to T ′.
e space of generating tracelike transformations has two connected components, both of which are
contractible: one sends (x, a) to Tr(a), the other one to Tr(a−1).
Remark 1.4. ere also is a variant Lfdend of L
fd incorporating non-invertible endomorphisms, which
supposedly is corepresented by a version of the cobordism category. at we are restricting our at-
tention to automorphisms only, can be considered a ‘technical problem’: to work with Lfdend we would
need the ‘cobordism hypothesis with singularities’ in dimension 1, a complete proof of which has not
yet appeared in the literature.
Assuming such a proof, we would expect analogues of the above theorems to hold, with the ad-
ditional requirement that the ki ∈ Z be non-negative. In particular Tr would then be the essentially
unique generating tracelike transformation since Tr(a−1) only makes sense when a is invertible.
Notation
We will assume the reader has a convenient model of (∞, 1)-categories at hand. In this paper we will
be working in the context of Joyal’s quasicategories, but really any equivalent, Cartesian closed ∞-
cosmos in the sense of Riehl and Veritywill do. Wewill refer to these (∞, 1)-categories as∞-categories
and to morphisms between them as∞-functors, or sometimes just as functors.
We write Cat∞ for the∞-category of∞-categories and Spc ⊂ Cat∞ for the full subcategory of
∞-groupoids, which we will refer to synonymously as ‘spaces’. e 1-category of topological spaces
will be denoted by Top. ere is a functor Top → Spc that ‘forgets the point-set information’, it
sends a topological space to its∞-groupoid of paths. is functor identifies Spc as the∞-categorical
localisation of Top at the weak homotopy equivalences.
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For∞-categories C, D, E we denote the∞-category of functors from C to D by Fun∞(C, D) and the
maximal subgroupoid of E by E∼ ∈ Spc. For objects a, b ∈ E the space of morphisms from a to b is
homE(a, b). In the case E = Cat∞ the space of functors from C to D is homCat∞(C, D) ≃ (Fun∞(C, D))
∼.
e∞-category of (simplicial) presheaves on C is P(C) := Fun∞(C
op, Spc). e Yoneda embedding
will be denoted by Y : C→ P(C).
Relation to other work
In the final stage of the writing up process of this project we became aware of overlapping work by
Toe¨n and Vezzosi.
In their paper on the derived Chern character [TV15], Toe¨n and Vezzosi observe that Lurie’s
proof sketch of the cobordism hypothesis [Lur09c] can be used to characterise traces∞-categorically.
In [TV15, e´ore`me 3.18] they show that there is a contractible space of tracelike transformations that
reduce to the 1-categorical trace aer taking homotopy categories. Our eorem B is a mild generali-
sation of this result; the only difference being that we observe that it is enough to know the tracelike
transformation on the category of vector spaces.
Most of eorem A can be obtained by carefully examining Toe¨n and Vezzosi’s proof and adding a
computation of MfdS
1
1 . e last step is not done in their paper, but it is a fairly standard computation
in the algebraic topology of manifolds, see lemma 5.6 and 5.7. To Toe¨n and Vezzosi’s work we add
a detailed discussion of tracelike transformations for symmetric monoidal 1-categories in section 4
including a classification (4.6). From this we derive eorem C and the second part of eorem A.
While we have no claim of originality, we hope that the alternative exposition of the results may
make the arguments more accessible, particularly to those who view this from the perspective of alge-
braic topology of manifolds or TQFT.
Structure of the paper
We begin by recalling complete Segal spaces and other ∞-categorical tools in section 2. en, in
section 3, we recall the definition of the bordisms ∞-category and the statement of the cobordism
hypothesis. In section 4 we complete the proof of the classification result for 1-categorical tracelike
transformations. Section 5 contains the homotopy-theoretic computations and the proofs of the main
theorems. In the final section we discuss the example of the derived Morita category where the trace
is given by THH .
2 Modelling symmetric monoidal∞-categories
Much of the literature on the∞-categorical structure of the cobordism category, in particular Lurie’s
work on the cobordism hypothesis [Lur09c], is formulated in terms of Γ-objects in complete Segal
spaces. In this section we recall how to relate this approach to the more standard theory of quasi-
categories, by giving a model independent description of complete Segal spaces in the language of
∞-categories.
2.1 Complete Segal spaces
2.1. We let Cat denote the 1-category of 1-categories. It admits a functor to the∞-category of∞-
categories N : Cat → Cat∞; in the quasicategory model this sends a category to its nerve. Write
Cat1 ⊂ Cat∞ for the essential image ofN ; we will think of this as the∞-category of 1-categories. is
in fact is rather a (2, 1)-category then an (∞, 1)-category: the hom-spaces of Cat1 are the 1-groupoids
of 1-functors and natural isomorphisms:
homCat1(C,D)
∼= (Fun1(C,D))
∼ .
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e inclusion Cat1 → Cat∞ has a le-adjoint, the homotopy-category functor
h1 : Cat∞ → Cat1
and in this sense Cat1 is a localisation of Cat∞.
2.2. We define the simplex category as the full subcategory ∆ ⊂ Cat1 generated by the partially
ordered sets [n] = {0 ≤ · · · ≤ n} thought of as categories, for n ≥ 0. Using the embeddingN : ∆→
Cat∞ we obtain
Φ : Cat∞
Y
−→ P(Cat∞)
N∗
−−→ P(∆).
eorem 2.6 states that this functor is fully faithful. is is a way of saying that the objects [n] generate
Cat∞ strongly under colimits.
e essential image of Φ are the complete Segal spaces:
Definition 2.3. A functor X : ∆op → C satisfies the Segal condition if the following diagram is a
pullback diagram in C for all n,m ≥ 0:
Xn+m Xm
Xn X0.
y
Definition 2.4. Let I ∈ Cat be the contractible groupoid with two objects and ∗ ∈ Cat the discrete
category with one object. Write N(I) and N(∗) for the simplicial sets that are the nerves of these
categories and interpret them as simplicial spaces that are discrete in every layer.2 A simplicial space
X ∈ P(∆) is called complete if the natural map
X0 ∼= homP(∆)(N(∗),X) → homP(∆)(N(I),X)
coming from the 1-functor I→ ∗ is an equivalence.
Definition 2.5. e ∞-category of complete Segal spaces is defined as the full subcategory CSS ⊂
P(∆) spanned by the objects that are complete and satisfy the Segal condition.
eorem 2.6 ( [Ber07]). e functor Φ takes values in complete Segal spaces and induces an equivalence
Φ : Cat∞
≃
−→ CSS.
by citation. It is not difficult to see that for an∞-category C the nerve NC indeed satisfies the Segal
and the completeness condition. To prove thatN induces an equivalences, is more difficult.
e first result of this type was [Ber07], but there the model used for Cat∞ was simplicial cate-
gories. Joyal and Tierney show in [JT07] that the model categories of quasicategories and complete
Segal spaces are illen-equivalent. e ∞-categorical statement is an immediate consequence of
their result, see [Lur09b, Corollary 4.3.16].
2.7. It is important to understand how standard constructions in Cat∞ change under the equivalence
to CSS. Let X = Φ(C) be the complete Segal space of some∞-category C. By definition, the levels of
X are of the form
Xn = homCat∞([n], C) = (Fun∞([n], C))
∼.
In particularX0 is the maximal subgroupoid C
∼ of C andX1 is the maximal subgroupoid of the arrow
category C[1].
2is construction defines a functor N : Cat → P(Spc), but this functor does not preserve categorical equivalences: I
and ∗ are equivalent, butN(I) and N(∗) are not. e functor Φ : Cat∞ → P(Spc) preserves equivalences by construction,
and simplicial spaces in its image will be complete as they ‘cannot see the difference between I and ∗’.
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We will say that an object of C is a morphisms ∗ → C, where ∗ is the terminal category. For two
such objects a, b : ∗ → C one can reconstruct the hom-space homC(a, b) from the complete Segal space
X as:
homC(a, b) ≃ {a} ×C∼ (Fun∞([1], C))
∼ ×C∼ {b} = {a} ×X0 X1 ×X0 {b}.
We can recover the composition, up to inverting the weak equivalenceX2 → X1 ×X0 X1:
homC(a, b)× homC(b, c) = ({a} ×X0 X1 ×X0 {b})× ({b} ×X0 X1 ×X0 {c})
→ {a} ×X0 X1 ×X0 X1 ×X0 {c}
∼
←− {a} ×X0 X2 ×X0 {c}
d1−→ {a} ×X0 X1 ×X0 {c} = homC(a, c).
2.8. e above suffices to reconstruct the homotopy category h1C of C up to categorical equivalence:
we define the set of objects as O := pi0X0 and pick a section o : pi0X0 → X0 to interpret them in the
above sense. For two a, b ∈ O we define the morphism set as
HomC(a, b) := pi0 ({o(a)} ×X0 X1 ×X0 {o(b)}) .
e composition in C is constructed by taking pi0 of what we did earlier. Note that this erases the
ambiguity coming from inverting the equivalence.
Remark 2.9. e construction given above has the disadvantage that it is not functorial in X : we
need to make the unnatural choice of a section o : pi0X0 → X0. In fact, we should not expect there
to be a 1-categorical description since the∞-functor h1 : Cat∞ → Cat1 does not factor through the
1-category of 1-categories Cat.
Dualisability
We recall the necessary definitions to talk about dualisable objects:
Definition 2.10 ( [Seg74]). Segal’s category Γ is defined as the opposite category of the category of
finite pointed sets. A skeleton of this category is given by the objects 〈k〉 := {∗, 1, . . . , k} for k ≥ 0.
A functor X : Γop → C is called a special Γ-object in C if for all finite pointed sets A,B the canonical
maps A ∨B → A and A ∨B → B induce an equivalence
X(A ∨B)
≃
−→ X(A) ×X(B).
Let CSS⊗ denote the∞-category of special Γ-objects in CSS. is can be thought of as a full subcate-
gory of P(∆× Γ). We writeX
〈k〉
n for the value of X : ∆op × Γop → Spc on ([n], 〈k〉).
eorem 2.11. e∞-category of special Γ-objects in C is a model for the commutative monoid objects
in C. In particular, the nerve functorN : Cat∞ ≃ CSS lis to an equivalence Cat
⊗
∞ ≃ CSS
⊗ between the
∞-category of symmetric monoidal∞-categories and the∞-category of special Γ-objects in CSS.
by citation. Commutativemonoids in C are by definitionE∞-algebras in Cwith respect to the symmet-
ric monoidal structure coming from the Cartesian product. at these are the same as functorsΓop → C
satisfying the ‘specialness condition’ is for instance shown in [Lur18, Proposition 2.4.2.5].
Corollary 2.12. e localisation-adjunction h1 ⊣ N between Cat1 and Cat∞ lis to a localisation-
adjunction
h⊗1 : Cat
⊗
∞ ⇄ Cat
⊗
1 : N
⊗.
Proof. ere is an adjunction on the functor categories
(h1)∗ : Fun∞(Γ
op, Cat∞)⇄ Fun∞(Γ
op, Cat1) : N∗
and since both functors preserve the ‘specialness’ of Γ-objects this adjunction restricts to the full sub-
categories Cat⊗∞ and Cat
⊗
1 . e functorN∗ is fully faithful becauseN was and hence h
⊗
1 is a localisa-
tion.
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2.13. Note that here Cat⊗1 is by definition the∞-category of special Γ-objects in Cat1. It is a folklore
theorem that this is equivalent to the (2, 1)-category of symmetricmonoidal categories. For the readers
conveniencewewill use this theoremand fromnow on think ofh1X as a symmetricmonoidal category.
However, it is worth remarking that we could equally well work with (special) Γ-categories.
Definition 2.14. An object x in a symmetric monoidal∞-category C is called dualisable if x is dual-
isable as an object of the symmetric monoidal 1-category h1C. e 1-categorical definition was given
in the introduction. If all objects of C have duals we say that C has duals. Define Cfd to be the maximal
(full) subcategory of C that has duals.
Some functors of interest
Definition 2.15. We define
obj,L, objfd,Lfd,Sc : CSS⊗ → Spc
by obj(X) := X
〈1〉
0 and obj
fd(X) ⊂ obj(X) as the union of those connected components that contain
dualisable objects. en L(fd)(X) := Map(S1, obj(fd)(X)) is the free loop space of the respective
spaces. Finally, we set
Sc(X) := X
〈0〉
0 ×(X〈1〉
0
×X
〈1〉
0
)
X
〈1〉
1 .
Lemma 2.16. WriteX ∈ CSS⊗ asX ≃ NC for some symmetric monoidal∞-category C. en the above
functors can be described as follows:
• obj(X) is the maximal subgroupoid C∼ of C interpreted as a space,
• objfd(X) is the∞-groupoid (Cfd)∼ interpreted as a space,
• L(X) is the space of tuples (x, a) where x is an object of C and a : x→ x is a self-equivalence of x.
• Lfd(X) is the union of connected components of L(X) where the object x is dualisable,
• Sc(X) is the endomorphism space homC(1,1) of the unit object 1 ∈ C.
Proof. For obj(X) this is a direct consequence of the definition onNC, we discussed this in 2.7. To un-
derstandL(X)we think of S1 asBZ, i.e. as the 1-groupoid with one object that has as endomorphisms
the integers:
L(X) = Map(S1, obj(X)) ≃ Fun∞(BZ, C
∼) ≃ (Fun∞(BZ, C))
∼.
e right-most object of this equation is the space of functors BZ → C. Such a functor picks out
an object x and a self-equivalence a : x → x. Since the notion of dualisability is defined via the
homotopy-category the descriptions of objfd and Lfd follow immediately.
e definition of Sc(X) is somewhat cryptic, but in fact not much is happening: the space X
〈0〉
0
is contractible since the Γ-object is special. We may hence replace it by the terminal category ∗. e
functor ∗ → X
〈0〉
0 → X
〈1〉
0 = C
∼ picks out the unit object 1 of C and so the definition is equivalent to
Sc(X) ≃ {1} ×
X
〈1〉
0
X
〈1〉
1 ×X〈1〉
0
{1} = {1} ×C∼ (C
[1])∼ ×C∼ {1} ≃ homC(1,1)
as claimed.
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3 e bordism category and the cobordism hypothesis
We recall the definition of the bordism category as a symmetric monoidal∞-category and the state-
ment of the cobordism hypothesis.
3.1. We are going to define a symmetric monoidal∞-category Bordord (X) of oriented d-bordismswith
X-structure. is can be done by giving a 1-functor F : ∆op×Γop → Top and then showing that aer
composing with Top→ Spc it satisfies the required conditions.
Definition 3.2 ( [SP17, Definition 5.8]). A submanifold M ⊂ R1+∞ is called cylindrical over an
interval U ⊂ R if there is N ⊂ R∞ such that pi−1(U) = U × N for pi : M ⊂ R1+∞ → R the
projection onto the first coordinate.
For [n] ∈ ∆ we let R[n] be the topological space of monotone maps [n] → R. We say thatM ⊂
R1+∞ is admissible with respect to t ∈ R[n] ifM is closed as a subset, the projection pi : M → R is
proper and there is an ε > 0 such thatM is cylindrical over each the intervals
(−∞, t0 + ε), (t1 − ε, t1 + ε), . . . , (tn−1 − ε, tn−1 + ε), (tn − ε,∞).
Definition 3.3. For any topological space X , we define PBordord (X) ∈ P(∆ × Γ) by the functor
∆op × Γop → Top that sends ([n], 〈k〉) to the topological space of tuples
(t, (M1, ϕ1), . . . , (Mk, ϕk))
where t ∈ R[n] and theMi are pairwise disjoint d-dimensional oriented submanifolds of R
1+∞ with
X-structures ϕi : M → X , each of which is admissible with respect to t.
3 Functoriality in the Γ-
direction is defined as follows: For λ : 〈k〉 → 〈l〉 we set
λ∗(t, (M1, ϕ1), . . . , (Mk, ϕk)) =

t,

 ∐
λ(i)=1
Mi,
∐
λ(i)=1
ϕi

 , . . . ,

 ∐
λ(i)=l
Mi,
∐
λ(i)=l
ϕi



 .
In the∆-direction a morphism ρ : [n]→ [m] is sent to:4
ρ∗(t, (M1, ϕ1), . . . , (Mk, ϕk)) = (ρ
∗t, (ρ∗M1, ϕ1), . . . , (ρ
∗Mk, ϕk)).
Here ρ∗t is defined by (ρ∗t)j = tρ(j) and ρ
∗Mi is defined by restrictingMi to [tρ(0), tρ(n)] × R
∞ and
then extending it to R× R∞ such that it is cylindrical over (−∞, tρ(0)] and [tρ(n),∞).
3.4. Denote by Seg ⊂ P(∆) the full subcategory spanned by those presheaves satisfying the Segal
condition. e inclusion CSS → Seg has a le-adjoint ̂ : Seg → CSS, the completion functor. To
properly state the following theorem we define
Bordord (X) :=
̂PBordord (X).
However, this will not make a difference in the relevant case d = 1.
eorem 3.5 ( [Sch14]; see also [Lur09a] and [SP17]). For all d ≥ 0 and X ∈ Top the presheaf
Bordord (X) is a special Γ-object in complete Segal spaces. When d ≤ 2 we also have that Bord
or
d (X) =
PBordord (X).
3.6. In dimension d = 1 we also refer to Bordor1 (X) as Bord
fr
1 (X) since framing a 1-manifold is
essentially equivalent to orienting it.
3is space is topologised as the quotient of the space of parametrised oriented manifolds. For the space of parametrised
manifolds we use the Whitney C∞-topology. We refer the reader to [GRW10] for a discussion of these topologies in this
context. An alternative approach, used in [SP17], are plot topologies; the equivalence is proven in [SP17, eorem A.3].
4We leave the action on the ϕi implicit.
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Lemma 3.7. For all X the symmetric monoidal∞-category Bordord (X) has duals.
Proof. By definition we need to show that every object in the homotopy-category h1Bord
or
d (X) is
dualisable. Let (M,ϕ) be a (d − 1)-manifold with a map ϕ : M → X representing an object of
Bordord (X). We define eM to be the d-manifoldM × [0, 1] thought of as a bordism fromM
− ∐M to
the empty set and cM to be the same manifold thought of as a bordism from the empty set toM ∐M
−.
It is straight-forward to check that this defines duality data forM in the homotopy-category.
e following could be called the 0-dimensional cobordism hypothesis:
Lemma 3.8. For a topological space X the following spaces are canonically equivalent:
1. the underlying space of the free E∞-algebra onX × S
0: FreeE∞(X × S
0),
2. the space
∐
n≥0((X × S
0)n)hΣn ,
3. the (unordered) configuration space C∗(R
∞;X × S0) of finite subsets of R∞ labelled by points in
X × S0,
4. the space of dualisable objects objfd(Bordfr1 (X)) in the 1-bordism category with labels in X .
Proof. (3 ≃ 2): e configuration space admits a decomposition indexed by the cardinality of the
subsets C∗ = ∐n≥0Cn. e nth term can be expressed using the ordered configuration space as
Cn(R
∞,X × S0) =
(
Corderedn (R
∞)× (X × S0)n
)
/Σn.
Since the ordered configuration space of n points inR∞ is weakly contractible and has a freeΣn-action
it is a model for EΣn. erefore we have
C∗(R
∞,X × S0) ≃
∐
n≥0
(
EΣn × (X × S
0)n
)
/Σn ≃
∐
n≥0
((X × S0)n)hΣn .
e equivalence (1 ≃ 3) is a classical theorem by Segal: his proof of the Barra-Priddy-illen
theorem in [Seg74, Proposition 3.5 and 3.6] in fact shows that the unordered configuration space
C∗(R
∞;Y ) is a model for the free Γ-space on Y . A modern reference is [Lur18, Proposition 3.1.3.13],
which shows (2 ≃ 3).
It remains to relate objfd(Bordfr1 (X)) to any of these spaces, we show (4 ≃ 3): We need to evaluate
the functor ∆op × Γop → Top that represents Bordfr1 (X) at ([0], 〈1〉). is is the space of tuples
(t, (M,ϕ))where t ∈ R,M ⊂ R1+∞ a framed 1-manifold admissiblewith respect to t andϕ :M → X
anX-structure onM . ForM to be admissible with respect to t it has to be cylindrical over (−∞, t+ε)
and (t−ε,∞), hence it is of the form R×N forN ⊂ R∞. e subsetN has to be a finite collection of
points. e orientation ofM amounts to the same information as a map N → S0. In conclusion this
topological space is homeomorphic to the unordered configuration spaceC(R∞;X×S0) of (X×S0)-
labelled points in R∞.
3.9. Using this lemma, we have a map f : X ⊂ X×S0 ⊂ FreeE∞(X×S
0) ≃ objfd(Bordfr1 (X)). More
explicitly f is defined by sending x ∈ X to the (positively oriented) manifoldMx = R×{0} ⊂ R
1+∞
equipped with theX-structureMx → {x} → X . is in turn induces a map:
homCSS⊗(Bord
fr
1 (X), C)
objfd
−−−→ homSpc(obj
fd(Bordfr1 (X)), obj
fd(C))
f∗
−→ homSpc(X, obj
fd(C)).
eorem 3.10 (Cobordism hypothesis in dimension 1, [Lur09c], for more details see [Har12]). e
map constructed above is an equivalence for all X ∈ Top and C ∈ Cat⊗∞:
homCSS⊗(Bord
fr
1 (X), C) ≃ homSpc(X, obj
fd(C)).
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4 1-categorical classification
In this section we complete the proof of the classification of 1-categorical tracelike transformations
sketched in the introduction.
Definition 4.1. e category CobZ1 has as objects finite setsM equipped with an orientationM →
{+,−}. A morphism X : M → N is a diffeomorphism class of 1-dimensional oriented bordisms X
equipped with ∂X ∼= M− ∐ N and a relative integral cohomology class α ∈ H1(X,M ∐ N). e
composition of two morphisms (X,α) : M → N and (Y, β) : N → L is the morphism (X ∐N Y, γ)
where γ is defined as the image of (α, β) under
H1(X,M ∐N)⊕H1(Y,N ∐ L) ∼= H1(X ∐N Y,M ∐N ∐ L)→ H
1(X ∐N Y,M ∐ L).
e symmetric monoidal structure is defined by taking disjoint unions, the unit is the empty set.
4.2. Since the bordismsX :M → N are oriented 1-manifoldswe can canonically identifyH1(X,M∐
N) with Zpi0X . erefore choosing α is equivalent to labelling every connected component of X by
an integer. e composition adds integers of connected components that are joint in the process of
glueing bordisms. Graphically this can be described as:
+
2
−1
+
+
−
◦
+
+
−
0
+
+
−
0
1
=
+
2
1−1
+
+
−
We write pt+ for the object defined by one positively oriented point and α : pt+ → pt+ for its
automorphism defined by the trivial bordism labelled by the integer 1.
4.3. We will now show that CobZ1 is equivalent to the homotopy category of Bord
fr
1 (S
1). Recall that
in the process of defining h1X for a complete Segal spaceX : ∆
op → Spc we had to choose a section
o : pi0X0 → X0. We may choose o to take values (t, (M,ϕ)) such that ϕ : M → S
1 only hits the
base-point of S1.
Lemma 4.4. ere is an equivalence of symmetric monoidal categories
F : h1Bord
fr
1 (S
1)→ CobZ1 .
Proof. e statement of [CS15, proposition 8.20] in dimension 1 is that there is an equivalence of sym-
metric monoidal categories G : h1Bord
fr
1 → Cob1. Here Cob1 is the unlabelled, oriented 0 + 1
bordism 1-category; for the purpose of this proof we define it as the symmetric monoidal subcate-
gory Cob1 ⊂ Cob
Z
1 where all labels are 0. Consider the following diagram of symmetric monoidal
1-categories where the vertical maps are defined by forgeing all labels:
h1Bord
fr
1 (S
1) CobZ1
h1Bord
fr
1 Cob1.
φ
F
ψ
G
To liG to a symmetric monoidal equivalenceF is equivalent to giving, for every morphismX :M →
N in h1Bord
fr
1 , a bijection FX : φ
−1(X) ∼= ψ−1(G(X)) compatible with composition and monoidal
product.
In other words, we need to provide α ∈ H1(X,M ∐N) for any morphism (X,ϕ) : M → N in
h1Bord
fr
1 (S
1). Because of the choice we made in 4.3 the label ϕ : X → S1 sends bothM andN to the
base-point and we can think of ϕ as a map of pairs ϕ : (X,M ∐N)→ (S1, ∗). erefore the pullback
of the orientation class [S1] ∈ H1(S1, ∗) is a well-defined class α := ϕ∗[S1] ∈ H1(X,M ∐N).
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is construction is compatible with composition and disjoint union because taking pullbacks in
cohomology is. Now, observe that φ−1(X) is the set of homotopy classes of maps of pairs (X,M ∐
N)→ (S1, ∗) andψ−1(G(X)) is the cohomology groupH1(X,M∐N). Hence the above construction
is a bijection:
φ−1(X) ∼= pi0Map
(
(X,M ∐N), (S1, ∗)
)
∼= H1(X,M ∐N) ∼= ψ−1(G(X)).
erefore F indeed is a symmetric monoidal equivalence of 1-categories.
Lemma 4.5. For C ∈ Cat⊗∞ there are natural bijections pi0Sc(C)
∼= Sc(h1C) and pi0L
fd(C) ∼= Lfd(h1C).
Proof. In lemma 2.16 we provided a natural equivalence Sc(C) ≃ homC(1,1). Aer applying pi0 this
becomes
pi0Sc(C) ∼= pi0 homC(1,1) = Homh1C(1,1) = Sc(h1C).
For the second isomorphism, note that the canonical map C∼ → (Nh1C)
∼ is 2-connected and therefore
pi0L
fd(C) = pi0Map(S
1, (Cfd)∼)→ pi0Map(S
1, N(h1C
fd)∼) = pi0L
fd(Nh1C)
is a bijection. It therefore suffices to show the statement in the case that C = NC for some 1-category
C.
Write BZ for the groupoid with one object ∗ and HomBZ(∗, ∗) = Z. en S
1 ≃ N(BZ) and the
adjunction h1 ⊣ N gives us
pi0L
fd(NC) = pi0Map(S
1, N(Cfd)∼) ∼= pi0Fun∞(N(BZ), (C)
fd) ∼= pi0Fun1(BZ, C
fd)).
e term on the right hand side is by definition the set of isomorphism classes of 1-functorsBZ→ Cfd.
e data of a 1-functor F : BZ→ C is equivalent to the data of an object F (∗) ∈ C and an automor-
phism F (1) ∈ AutC(F (∗)) an two such functors F,F
′ are isomorphic if there is an isomorphism
f : F (∗) → F ′(∗) such that f ◦ F (1) = F ′(1) ◦ f . erefore pi0Fun1(BZ, h1(C
fd)) is isomorphic to
Lfd(C).
Proposition 4.6. ere are bijections:
T1
∼= Sc(CobZ1 )
∼= MfdZ1/Diff
∼= N[Z]
under which the tracelike transformation Θk1,...,kn is sent to k1, . . . , kn.
Proof. As a consequence of lemma 4.4, the h1 ⊣ N adjunction 2.12, the cobordism hypothesis 3.10 and
lemma 4.5 we have isomorphisms natural in C ∈ Cat⊗ :
Fun
⊗
1 (Cob
Z
1 , C)
∼= Fun⊗1 (h1Bord
fr
1 (S
1), C) ∼= pi0Fun
⊗
∞
(
Bordfr1 (S
1), NC
)
∼= pi0Map(S
1, objfd(NC))
defn
= pi0L
fd(NC) ∼= Lfd(C).
e object pt+ and automorphism α from 4.2 define an element of L
fd(CobZ1 ); this is precisely the
element that corresponds to id
Cob
Z
1
when we apply the above bijection in the case C = CobZ1 .
It now follows from the 1-categorical coYoneda theorem that there is a bijection
T1 = HomFun(Cat⊗ ,Set)(L
fd,Sc) ∼= HomFun(Cat⊗ ,Set)(HomCat⊗ (Cob
Z
1 , ),Sc)
∼= Sc(CobZ1 ),
which sends T to T
Cob
Z
1
(pt+, α).
e scalars ofCobZ1 are diffeomorphism classes of closed oriented 1-manifolds labelled by integers,
this is precisely how the set MfdZ1 /Diff
+ was defined in the introduction.
Recall that N[Z] denotes the free commutative monoid on the set Z. is can either be understood
as the monoid of formal N-linear combinations of elements of Z or as the monoid of finite unordered
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sequences in Z. One can go back and forth between these models by sending the linear combination∑
n∈Z ln[n] to the unordered sequence in which the integer n appears precisely ln times. We define a
map MfdZ1 → N[Z] by sending a manifoldX to the unordered sequence of the labels of the connected
components ofX . is induces a bijection MfdZ1/Diff
+ ∼= N[Z] as all closed 1-manifolds can be wrien
as the disjoint union of circles.
To complete the proof we need to compute the value of the tracelike transformation Θk1,...,kn on
(pt+, α). In other words, we have to compute Tr(α
k1) ◦ · · · ◦ Tr(αkn) using the classical definition
of the trace. It is well-known that the trace of a bordism (X, ∂X ∼= M ∐M−) is given by glueing
the two boundaries of X , this was for instance observed in [ST12] in a slightly different context. We
can explicitly verify this using the evaluation and coevaluation from lemma 3.7 and the computation
becomes:
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
−
+
−
+
−
+
−
+0
k1
0 0
. . . 0
k1
0 0
=
k1
. . .
kn
is verifies that Θk1,...,kn(pt+, α) is a disjoint union of n circles labelled by the integers k1, . . . , kn.
Hence Θk1,...,kn is sent to the unordered sequence k1, . . . , kn as claimed.
5 ∞-categorical classification
Applying the Yoneda theorem and the cobordism hypothesis
5.1. We begin by recalling the ‘coYoneda theorem’: using the Yoneda embedding YC : C → P(C) we
can think of YC(x) = homC( , x) as a functor from C
op to Spc. For D := Cop we then have homD(x, ) :
D→ Spc. e coYoneda theorem tells us how to compute transformations out of this functor.
For two ∞-categories C and D and functors F,G : C → D the space of natural transformations
F ⇒ G is
homFun∞(C,D)(F,G).
Evaluating at a certain object x ∈ C gives a functor evx : Fun∞(C, D) → D and consequently a map
homFun∞(C,D)(F,G)→ homD(F (x), G(x)).
eorem 5.2 (coYoneda theorem, [Lur09a, Lemma 5.5.2.1]). For any functor F : D → Spc and object
x ∈ C the following composition of evaluations is a natural equivalence
homFun∞(D,Spc)(homD(x, ), F )
evx−−→ homSpc(homD(x, x), F (x))
evidx−−−→ F (x).
Corollary 5.3. ere is an equivalence of spaces
T∞
defn
= hom
Fun∞(Cat
⊗
∞,Spc)
(Lfd,Sc) ≃ Sc
(
Bordfr1 (S
1)
)
.
Proof. Use the cobordism hypothesis 3.10 in the case X = S1 to rewrite Lfd as the corepresented
functor hom
Cat
⊗
∞
(Bordfr1 (S
1), ). en the result follows from the coYoneda theorem 5.2 for D =
Cat⊗∞, x = Bord
fr
1 (S
1), and F = Sc.
Identification of the homotopy-type of the scalars of the bordism category
We give a more geometric description of Sc(Bordfr1 (S
1)):
Lemma 5.4. For a topological spaceX , let MfdX1 denote the topological space of (unparametrised) closed
1-manifolds submanifolds M ⊂ R∞ equipped with an X-structure ϕ : M → X . en there is an
equivalence
Sc(Bordfr1 (X)) ≃ Mfd
X
1 .
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Proof. Write A : ∆op × Γop → Top for the functor that represents Bordfr1 (X). By definition we have
Sc(A) := ∗ ×h
A
〈1〉
0
A
〈1〉
1 ×
h
A
〈1〉
0
∗.
is pullback is to be understood in the∞-category of spaces Spc, to compute it the model category
of topological spaces we need to take homotopy-pullbacks. Equivalently, we need to compute the
homotopy-fiber of the map
(d0, d1) : A
〈1〉
1 → A
〈1〉
0 ×A
〈1〉
0 , ((t0, t1), (M,ϕ)) 7→
(
(t0,R× pi
−1(t0)), (t1,R× pi
−1(t1))
)
at a point ((t, ∅), (t, ∅)). e connected component Y ofA
〈1〉
0 that contains the unit object 1 is homeo-
morphic toR, its points are of the form (t0, ∅), and hence Y is contractible. Since Y ×Y is contractible,
the homotopy fibre of (d0, d1) over a point (a, b) ∈ Y × Y is equivalent to the preimage of Y × Y
under (d0, d1):
Sc(A) ≃ (d0, d1)
−1(Y × Y ) = {((t0, t1), (M,ϕ)) ∈ A
〈1〉
1 | pi
−1(t0) = ∅ = pi
−1(t1)}
Without changing the homotopy-type we may restrict our aention to the subspace where t0 = 0 and
t1 = 1. We then have the space of tuples (M,ϕ)whereM ⊂ R
1+∞ is a closed 1-dimensional manifold
such that pi : M → R has an empty preimage over (−∞, ε) ∪ (1 − ε,∞) for some ε > 0. is is the
space of closed 1-manifolds in (0, 1) × R∞ equipped with a map to X . Since (0, 1) × R∞ ∼= R∞ this
is the desired result.
Definition 5.5. We write T for S1 with the usual group structure, i.e. T ∼= U1 ∼= SO2. For a space
X ∈ Spc we denote its free loop space by
ΛX := Map(T,X)
and the homotopy-orbits by
(ΛX)hT := (ET × ΛX)/T.
e following is fairly standard, see for instance [Gia17, Lemma 7.1].
Lemma 5.6. For any topological space X the space of closed 1-manifolds with map toX is:
MfdX1 ≃ FreeE∞((ΛX)hT)
Proof. e space Mfd1 has a natural N-grading induced by the number of connected components. All
closed 1-manifolds are disjoint unions of circles, so the nth level of the grading is of the form(
Emb((S1)∐n,R∞)×Map((S1)∐n,X)
)
/ Diff((S1)∐n).
For any closedmanifoldM the space of embeddingsEmb(M,R1+∞) is a model forEDiff(M). Hence,
this computes the homotopy-orbits with respect to the action of Diff+((S1)∐n):(
Map(S1,X)n
)
hDiff+((S1)∐n)
.
e group Diff+((S1)∐n) can be decomposed as a wreath product Diff+(S1) ≀Σn acting component-
wiseMap(S1,X)n. Sincewe areworkingwith homotopy actions, wemay replace the groupDiff+(S1)
by the equivalent group T. Homotopy-orbits with respect to the action of a wreath product can be
computed as (
Map(S1,X)n
)
h(T≀Σn)
≃
((
Map(S1,X)hT
)n)
hΣn
.
Puing all the parts of the N-grading back together we get
MfdX1 ≃
∐
n≥0
((
Map(S1,X)hT
)n)
hΣn
≃ FreeE∞
(
Map(S1,X)hT
)
as claimed.
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Lemma 5.7. In the most relevant caseX = S1 we compute:
Λ(S1)hT ≃ (S
1 ×BS1)∐
∐
k∈Z\{0}
B(Z/kZ).
Proof. e space Map(S1, S1) has as connected components the spaces Mapk(S1, S1) of maps with
winding number k for k ∈ Z. We need to compute Mapk(S1, S1)hT for all k ∈ Z. Let Xk be the
space S1 ⊂ R2 with the action of T defined by λ.ζ := λk · ζ . ere is an T-equivariant embedding
ι : Xk → Map
k(S1, S1) that identifies Xk with the space of degree k maps S
1 → S1 of constant
speed. Non-equivariantly ι is a homotopy equivalence with the inverseMapk(S1, S1)→ S1 given by
evaluation on the base-point. erefore ι is a Borel weak equivalence and induces an equivalence on
the homotopy-orbits:
Map(S1, S1)hT ≃
∐
k∈Z
(Xk)hT.
To compute (Xk)hT for k 6= 0 observe that Xk can be thought of as the quotient S
1/(Z/kZ) with
T-action induced from the standard action of T on S1. erefore
(Xk)hT = (Xk × ET)/T ∼= ((S
1/(Z/kZ)) × ET)/T
∼=
(
(S1 × ET)/T
)
/(Z/kZ)
e space (S1 × ET)/T is homeomorphic to ET and therefore contractible. e action of Z/kZ is
free and hence (Xk)hT is a model for B(Z/kZ).
e remaining case k = 0 is easy: the space Xk is S
1 with the trivial T-action, therefore the
homotopy fixed-points decompose as (X0)hT ≃ S
1 ×BT.
Proof of theorem A and B
eorem 5.8 (eorem A). ere is a commutative diagram of spaces:
T∞ Sc(Bord
fr
1 (S
1)) MfdS
1
1 FreeE∞(S
1 ×BT∐
∐
k∈Z\{0}BZ/kZ)
T1 Sc(Cob
Z
1 ) Mfd
Z
1 /Diff N[Z]
≃ ≃ ≃
∼= ∼= ∼=
where the horizontal maps are equivalences and T1 ∼= pi0T∞ is discrete.
Proof. e bijections in the boom row are discussed in proposition 4.6 about the classification of the
1-categorical tracelike transformations. e equivalences in the top row are constructed in corollary
5.3, lemma 5.4, lemma 5.6 and 5.7, respectively.
Since the∞-categorical classification followed the same steps as the 1-categorical one, the diagram
commutes. e vertical map on the right is induced by the map
Φ : S1 ×BT∐
∐
k∈Z\{0}BZ/kZ Z.
e map Φ induces a bijection on pi0 and so does FreeE∞(Φ). Since pi0 FreeE∞(Z)
∼= N[Z] this implies
that we have pi0X ∼= Y for all vertical mapsX → Y in the diagram.
Corollary 5.9. e traceTr, when thought of as a tracelike transformation, does not have any non-trivial
automorphisms. In other words, the connected component of T∞ that contains Tr is contractible.
Proof. Under the equivalences of theorem A, Tr is sent to the connected component
B(Z/1Z) ⊂ S1 ×BT∐
∐
k∈Z\{0}
BZ/kZ ⊂ FreeE∞

S1 ×BT∐ ∐
k∈Z\{0}
BZ/kZ

 .
But Z/1Z is the trivial group so this connected component is contractible.
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Remark 5.10. e same argument shows that the space of connected closed oriented 1-manifolds
M ⊂ R∞ with a degree 1 map ϕ :M → S1 is contractible.
Corollary 5.11 ( [TV15, e´ore`me 3.18], eorem B). e space of∞-categorical tracelike transforma-
tions T for which TVectC agrees with the trace from linear algebra is contractible. Hence, any such T is
canonically equivalent to Tr.
Proof. By corollary 5.9 the connected component of Tr in T∞ is contractible. Since we have a full
classification of tracelike transformations it is enough to show that for any field k of characteristic 0
and any unordered sequence k1, . . . , kn ∈ Z the map
Θk1,...,knVectk : L
fd(VectC)→ Sc(VectC) ∼= C, (V, f : V → V ) 7→ Tr(f
k1) · · ·Tr(fkn)
is the trace from linear algebra only if n = 1 and k1 = 1.
For this purpose consider the 2× 2 diagonal matrix Aλ with entries 1 and λ ∈ C
×:
Θk1,...,knVectC (C
2, Aλ) = (1 + λ
k1) · · · (1 + λkn).
By looking at the coefficients we see that this can only be equal to Tr(Aλ) = 1 + λ for all λ ∈ C
× if
n = 1 and k1 = 1.
Remark 5.12. e statement of theorem B remains true if we replace C by any other infinite field. It
then however is not sufficient to look only at the matrices Aλ. If, for instance, k is of characteristic 3,
thenΘ1,0,0Vectk(k
2, Aλ) = (1+λ) ·2 ·2 = 1+λ. is problem can be solved by looking at larger matrices.
Note that theorem B is not true for finite fields: over Fp the tracelike transformations Θ
p and
Θ1 = Tr agree.
e statement of theorem B remains true if we consider tracelike transformations that are only
defined on a full subcategory C of Cat⊗∞, as long as C contains Bord
fr
1 (S
1) and Vectk .
Proof of theorem C
Proposition 5.13 (eorem C). Let us say that a tracelike transformation T is generating if for any
other tracelike transformation T ′ there is a natural transformation E : Lfd ⇒ Lfd such that T ◦ E is
homotopic to T ′. e space of generating tracelike transformations has two connected components, both
of which are contractible: one sends (x, a) to Tr(a), the other one to Tr(a−1).
Proof. Let us write E1 for the set of endo-transformations of the functor L
fd : Cat⊗ → Set and E∞
for the space of endo-transformations of the (∞-)functor Lfd : Cat⊗∞ → Spc. We can compute E1 just
like we computed T1:
E1 = HomFun1(Cat⊗ ,Set)(L
fd, Lfd) ∼= HomFun1(Cat⊗ ,Set)(HomCat⊗ (Cob
Z
1 , ), L
fd) ∼= Lfd(CobZ1 ).
Similar to the situation for T there is a map E∞ → E1 the induced map on connected components is
pi0E∞ ∼= pi0L
fd(Bordfr1 (S
1))→ Lfd(h1Bord
fr
1 (S
1)) ∼= Lfd(CobZ1 )
∼= E1,
which is a bijection by 4.5.
e setE1 becomes amonoid under composition and thismonoid acts on the setT1 by composition.
Similarly there is an action on the∞-categorical level and it is compatible with the projections in the
sense that the following diagram commutes:
E∞ ×T∞ pi0E∞ × pi0T∞ E1 ×T1 L
fd(CobZ1 )×T1
T∞ pi0T∞ T1 Sc(Cob
Z
1 ).
◦ ◦
∼=
◦
∼=
Ψ
∼= ∼=
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Here the map Ψ is defined as ([M,a :M →M ], T ) 7→ T
Cob
Z
1
(M,a).
It follows that T generates pi0T∞ under the action of pi0E∞, if and only if it generates T1 under
the action of E1. Using the right-most part of the diagram we can reformulate this geometrically: a
tracelike transformation T ∈ T1 is generating, if and only if for every X ∈ Sc(Cob
Z
1 ) there is an
objectM ∈ CobZ1 and an automorphism a :M →M such that TCobZ1
(M,a) = X .
Step 1: Both Θ1 and Θ−1 are generating.
We discussed how to compute traces in CobZ1 in the proof of 4.6. Applying Θ
±1 to the automor-
phism αk1 ∐ · · · ∐αkn on the object pt+∐ · · · ∐ pt+ results in a closed manifoldX that is the disjoint
union of n circles labelled by the numbers ±k1, . . . ,±kn. Any bordism X : ∅ → ∅ in Cob
Z
1 is of this
form and therefore Θ±1 is generating.
Step 2: Θk1,...,kn cannot be generating, unless n = 1 and k1 = ±1.
e trace of any morphism has at least one connected component, so Θk1,...,kn
Cob
Z
1
has at least n com-
ponents. ConsequentlyΘk1,...,kn cannot be generating unless n = 1.
Let us say that a morphism Y : M → M in CobZ1 is divisible by p if all the labels on Y are
multiples5 of p. It is easy to see that Z : M → M is divisible by p, then so is Tr(Z) : ∅ → ∅. For any
automorphism a :M →M the k1-fold composition a
k1 is divisible by k1 and therefore Θ
k1
Cob
Z
1
(M,a)
is divisible by k1. Consequently Θ
k1 cannot be generating unless k1 generates Z. is concludes the
proof.
6 Application: cyclicity for traces and THH
In this section we study how the structure of the moduli space of tracelike transformations as com-
puted in eorem A induces certain group-actions on the trace of powers of morphism Tr(αk) in any
symmetric monoidal∞-category. In particular, we will look at the derived Morita category, where the
trace is given by topological Hochschild homology (THH).
First, we construct a natural Z/kZ-action on Tr(ak), thought of as an object in the∞-groupoid
Sc(C). is structure is trivial when C is a 1-category, since then Sc(C) is discrete as an∞-groupoid.
Construction 6.1. e equivalence T∞ ≃ FreeE∞(Λ(S
1)hT) of theorem 5.8 induces, for any sym-
metric monoidal∞-category C, a map
θ : Λ(S1)hT → T∞ → Map(L
fd(C),Sc(C))
and by adjunction a map
θ˜ : Lfd(C)→ Sc(C)Λ(S
1)hT .
For the separate connected components of Λ(S1)hT (see lemma 5.7) this induces:
6
θ˜k : L
fd(C)→ Sc(C)BZ/kZ for k ∈ Z 6=0 and θ˜0 : L
fd(C)→ Sc(C)S
1×BT.
As part of theorem A we know that the effect of θ˜k on the homotopy category can be described as:
θ˜k(x, a) = Tr(a
k).
e above construction shows thatTr(ak) can naturally be equipped with a homotopy action of Z/kZ
when thought of as an object in the∞-groupoid Sc(C).
5In particular a bordism is divisible by 0 if all its labels are 0.
6 We will ignore the S1 component of θ˜0 as we do not expect it to be trivial. More specifically, we will compose with
f∗ : Sc(C)S
1×BT
→ Sc(C)BT for f : BT→ S1 ×BT the inclusion of the base-point.
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Notation 6.2. e connected components ofLfd(C) are the spacesΛ(BhAutC(x)) for dualisablex ∈ C.
e free loop space of a (∞-)group G can be understood as the homotopy orbits of the conjugation
action of G on itself. We hence introduce the notation G/ conj. := Λ(BG), which allows us to write
the θ˜k as maps
hAutC(x)/ conj.→ Sc(C)
BZ/k
for all dualisable x ∈ C.
e derived Morita category and THH
We now consider the example of the (derived) Morita category Morita(C) associated to a symmet-
ric monoidal ∞-category C. is is of particular interest because the trace is given by topological
Hochschild homology.
e following is a conceptual description of the derivedMorita category, a precise definition of this
∞-category is given in [Lur18, 4.8.4.9].
6.3. Objects of Morita(C) are E1-algebra objects in C. For two such algebras A and B the hom-space
from A to B is the maximal subgroupoid of the∞-category of (A,B)-bimodules in C:
homMorita(C)(A,B) ≃ ABiModB(C)
∼
e composition of morphisms is given by the relative tensor product
AMB ◦ BNC ≃ AM ⊗B NC .
If C is the symmetric monoidal 1-category of k-modules for a commutative ring k, then Morita(C)
recovers the Morita bicategory of k where 2-morphisms are bimodule isomorphisms. In particular two
object in this category are equivalent precisely when they are Morita-equivalent.
e Morita category has a symmetric monoidal structure induced by the tensor product of C (
[Lur18, 4.8.5.17]). With respect to this structure all objects A ∈ Morita(C) are dualisable with dual
the opposite algebra Aop, via the evaluation Aop⊗AA1 and coevaluation 1AA⊗Aop . is is explained in
the∞-categorical context in [Lur18, 4.8.5.18].
Fix a ring k, then we can understand the trace of a bimodule AMA in the classical Morita category
h1Morita(k-Mod) in terms of the evaluation and coevaluation:
Tr(AMA) = k ⊗Aop⊗A (A⊗M)⊗Aop⊗A k ∼=M/〈am−ma | a ∈ A,m ∈M〉.
If we now replace the ring k by the sphere spectrum S ∈ Sp and consequently k-Mod by the ∞-
category of spectra Sp, then we obtain the topological Hochschild homology THH(R;M) for any E1-
ring spectrum R and any bimodule spectrumM over R. e trace of a power of the endomorphism
M is given by
Tr((RMR)
l) = THH(R;M ⊗R . . .⊗RM).
6.4. Motivated by this we now take a closer look at tracelike transformations for the Morita category
Morita(Sp): the unit object of this symmetric monoidal ∞-category is the sphere spectrum S and
therefore the scalars are
Sc(Morita(Sp)) = homMorita(Sp)(S,S) ≃ SBiModS(Sp)
∼ ≃ Sp∼.
In particular we have that for any topological group G
Sc(Morita(Sp))BG ≃ (Sp∼)BG ≃ (SpBG)∼
is the∞-groupoid of ‘naive G-spectra’.
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For a fixed E1-ring spectrumR write BiMod
×
R for the∞-groupoid of R-bimodules that are invert-
ible under ⊗R. is space is equivalent to the space of self-equivalences of R in the Morita category.
Hence the θ˜k from construction 6.2 give us maps
θ˜k : (BiMod×R)/ conj.→ (Sp
BZ/k)∼.
is assigns to every bimoduleM the topological Hochschild homology
THH(R;M ⊗R . . .⊗RM︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
) ∈ SpBZ/k.
In the special case k = 0 we have
THH(R) ∈ SpBT.
In particular this construction induces a Z/k-action on THH(R;M ⊗R . . .⊗RM) and a T-action on
THH(R). We expect that the former is the one induced by cyclic permutation of the coefficients and
the laer is the well-known circle action on THH, but we will not aempt a proof here.
Remark 6.5. e fact that THH is defined on (BiMod×R) / conj. encodes the cyclicity of the trace.
It is well known that THH is also cyclic when the input is generalised to not necessarily invertible
bimodules, this for instance makes it a bicategorical shadow in the sense of [CP18, eorem 2.17]. A
highly-structured treatment of the cyclicity ofTHH has been announced byomas Nikolaus ( [Nik]).
In general our approach relates to the paper [AMR17] where the trace, and topological Hochschild
homology in particular, is thought of as the factorization homology over the circle.
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